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to move from the old points-based ignition system over to Electronic Ignition. They are still
going today, and their website can be found here. From a wiring perspective, the most

important thing to note is that you will be moving from a pair of coils that are wired in parallel to
series. Our Commandos use a blue can capacitor, zener diode which can be found mounted on
the back of the z-plate and rectifier unit. The most common manufacturer of these is Podtronics.
The nice thing about the Improving Classic Motorcycles unit is that you can retain the original
warning light â€” so it looks totally factory. It gives you a lot more useful information about the
state of the battery and charging system compared to the standard assimilator unit, which looks
for AC output from the alternator stator only. Categories: Custom Wiring Diagrams ,
motorcycles. Tagged as: assimilator , boyer , boyer bransden , circuit , circuit diagram ,
commando , electrical , Improving Classic Motorcycles , improvingclassicmotorycles , motor
bike , motor cycle , motorbike , motorcycle , norton , norton commando , POD-tronics ,
podtronics , wiring , wiring diagram. I have a Norton Commando which had Boyer electronic
ignition installed before bought it. I am looking to rewire the bike and adding a Boyer Power Box
to replace the existing Regulator and Zener Diode have you comments on how this will work. My
personal recommendation is not to remove your existing Rectifier and Zener unless there is
something wrong with them â€” they have been on the bike for nearly 50 years, and they are
quality components that are well matched to your machine! Hi, I was considering rewiring and
found this articel very interesting. Do you have asuggestion as to where to purchase the wire
tha thas these colour combinations? I am in Canada and do not seem to be able to finda
supplier with the colour codes on the diagram above. Also I was considering using the cotton
braided type wire. I see it is available on ebay but I am sure there is a better place to acquire it.
Any suggestions? Thank You. They are in the US, not Canada but they keep in stock a very wide
range of cables of the right size and colors. The company was a spin-off from Autosparks here
in the UK who were the original company that made the wiring harnesses for our bikes. British
Wiring was sold off a few years back, but they still have a good relationship with Autosparks,
and will have everything you need to get up and running! The cotton braided wires were used
very early on decades before the Commando and from experience I can tell you that it is a real
pain in the butt to work with! If you like the look, try to use it only in the areas that are on show.
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diagram. Michael Warner Glad the diagram was of interest to you. Hi Kerry! Shout if you get
stuck with your wiring, I am happy to do what I can to help! Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your
email address will not be published. I like to help people with electrical and wiring issues on
their bikes, and often frequent the superb Access Norton Forum as well as the various
Facebook Groups. Several times, I have run into issues with trying to get the message across
with people that find working with electrics and electronics scary and daunting and have
resorting to scribbling on the original wiring diagrams that can be found in the workshop
manuals. However, these diagrams are of course in black and white, so I started looking for a
decent colour one that I could refer to. This new and improved version was well received across
social media, and importantly it made my life easier when trying to assist people with their
issues. In addition, I added further upgrades and modifications as people requested them â€”
covering things like â€” Colorado Norton Works electric start conversion, Power Arc electronic
ignition, and Electrex World CDI ignition and alternator replacement I have also blogged about
by personal experience with this kit. I laid out all the components battery, lamps, alternator,
rectifier etcâ€¦ on the page in the same places as on the pre-MK3 diagrams. Just to confuse us
all, there are actually three different types of MK3 Commando wiring configurations out there:.
So there you have it â€” my gift to the Norton Commando Community, and hopefully a legacy
that will long outlive me! I would like to thank Les also known as L. B on the Access Norton
Forum as he spent a lot of time looking at my diagrams, checking my work, suggesting some of
the edits, and highlighting some of the factory errors that needed addressing. Please feel free to
visit my website All of the diagrams on the site are the same size, and look great when printed
out in A3 â€” they are something you can laminate and keep in the workshop. Categories:
motorcycles. Tagged as: commando , NOC , norton , norton commando , norton commando
electric start , norton owners club , road holder , roadholder , simplified wiring diagram , wiring ,
wiring diagram. Your email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in
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Your email address will not be published. Note: if you are going to mount your PODtronics in a
different place or you are going to use a different battery, you might need to adjust. When it

absolutely must be done right and with integrity, you need Greg Marsh Enterprises. Our motto,
promise, mission, and ethic is: Satisfaction Guaranteed! Monday, February 22, Everything from
February 25, down is unchanged except that I added a wiring diagram that matches my wiring at
the very end of this page. It might sound strange, but I like wiring Vintage British Motorcycles!
But, I also like to update them and eliminate some of the problem areas and potential for having
to push the bike - way too old to be pushing motorcycles! I already documented the Norton
Commando Combat wiring but several people have asked for details that I didn't record and I
promised to provide more detail on the next one - here it is. For the bike build itself, look here.
Here are the parameters I'll follow: Use standard 18ga wire and standard colors. Where there is
any deviation, I will spell it out. The modern wire is the same gauge and same number of
strands, but the insulation is thinner so it is easier to run. On most bikes, I take apart old
harnesses and reuse the wire, but almost all Norton wires are short due to the connection under
the tank, so I'll mostly be using new wire. When using old wire it is important to make sure it is
flexible along the entire length. Wire can become "work hardened" and can break at hard spots.
Replace the points and condensers with a Tri-Spark ignition. Replace the Warning Light
Assimilator with an oil pressure switch that lights the red headlight warning light is the oil
pressure is low. This was done so they could use one rear harness for multiple bikes standard,
police, etc. The only thing some might consider good is that reduces the wiring in the headlight
shell. It makes handlebar wiring a mess, especially when changing the size of the bars.
Normally Nortons use a headlight shell with one wiring hole on the bottom and that will work
here as well. I have headlight shells with three wiring holes on the bottom which makes the
wiring a little cleaner so I'll used that. The frame is not a part of the ground on a Norton due to
the isolastic engine mounts! I modify the rear turn signals to have a ground wire and I add a
ground wire for the taillight. All three connect to a ground wire that runs the length of the bike this will become clear later. On other Vintage British bikes, the frame is a good ground so this is
not an issue. I use a combination of sleeving, vinyl harness wrap, and heat shrink tubing. The
harness wrap is NOT electrical tape - it has no adhesive and never gets sticky. I prefer to have
the main run vinyl wrapped and the smaller runs off it in sleeving. It can all be done in vinyl
wrap - many modern cars are that way from the manufacturer. Vinyl wrapping it all is actually
easier, but the way I do it looks better for those wires that can be seen. Important Notes: I buy
all my wiring products from British Wiring. I have no affiliation with them, I'm simply a
customer. Throughout this I will provide their part number for each component. British Wiring
sells wire by the meter and they sell every color needed. I'll attempt to tell you how many meters
of each wire you need. In most cases, I connect one end of the wires and run them to the other
end without connecting them and I leave them a little long. Along the way, I tie wrap the harness
as I build it. If you try to cut wires to length up front you will end up to short or long almost
every time! Generally, I won't be able to tell you the exact length but I will tell you how long each
wire is when I run it. When I do state an exact length, I might change it later - especially for
sleeving. February 25, Started today. Since the horn is not accessible once the rear fender is
installed, that's a good place to start on the wiring. Feed the other end of all three wires through
the 10" 6mm sleeving. Connect the two spade terminals to the horn and adjust the wires in the
sleeving to run nicely towards the frame tube next to the gearbox and temporarily tie wrap it in
place. Now, slide the 6mm sleeving down over the two 3mm sleevings. It will be a little difficult
to get them to go it, but it can be done. It's not actually required, but I used a small tie wrap over
the junction - just make it snug. When building a harness, I remove it from the bike several
times as I add wiring sections. There are pictures later, but only of the changes. Then the
harness is routed to the battery area - you'll see a picture later. July 18, I've been of on tangents
for a while but this is again my focus. The left handle bar switch console is restored and
installed. The right hand switch console restored and almost ready to be assembled and
installed. I'll polish it a little more and clean the cable a little more as well. July 21, Before you
can seriously wire the bike, you need the tail light, handlebar switch consoles, and several other
components installed. I already restored and installed the left handlebar switch console. Below
is the tail light assembly before and after. Since I powder coat parts there is no ground to the
turn signals and on a Norton, the frame and fenders are not reliable grounds anyway. So, notice
the ground strap I made for the turn signals. In the past, I soldered a red wire to the socket on
the inside of the turn signal, but this is simpler. I used new Lucas turn signals. They are fine
except that the bullets that come on the wires are too small and standard bullets need to be
soldered since the wire is too fine to crimp. The right-hand switch console and master cylinder
are installed and here's the tail light installed. I'll include a picture of them when I add the tail
light wires. Then I made up the red ground wire. See the pictures below. The mail Red wire that
runs the length of the bike is 14ga. I spliced two 12" 18ga Red wires to the end of a 14ga Red
wire and covered it with heat shrink. The 12" is not critical but I wanted the splice to be in a

straight run and 12" works well. I terminated the two 18ga wires with bullets and the cut the
overall length to 76". Plug in all the wires to the tail light, loosely, figure out the actual routing
along the rear frame, and temporarily secure them to the frame. They pass through the
grommets on either side of the oil tank and should run on the right side of the steering head and
into the center grommet hole in the bottom of the headlight shell. It's tempting to run the brown
wire straight to the front brake switch, but this will lock-in the handlebar size so it's better to
have a cable from the front brake switch to the headlight shell and make the connection there.
July 23, You can see the capacitor ready to install in the picture below. I normally install them
even though it probably would not work to start a bike with an electronic ignition. It might start
with a push start but is very unlikely while kick starting. It is certainly not a requirement and the
bike will run normally without one. I have 14 ga and I have the bullets required for 14ga. You
could use 18ga with a Red wire connected to positive and some other color 18ga to negative.
With the capacitors I use, the wires must be soldered to the capacitor. The capacitor and flasher
are installed and you can see the wires to the tail light. I also prepared the wires for the
Tri-Spark ignition. I feed the wires through the sleeving and left 3: free at one end. The end with
the 3" free will go to the points case. BTW, if you want a challenge, use 4mm rather than 5mm
for these wires - it can be done, but is very difficult! Two White wires, one 30" and one 59".
Splice a 24" white wire to the 59" white wire, 36" from the free end. There will be two white wires
to the master switch. They will both go to the headlight shell, but this one will be lighting and
the other will be ignition. Here's the best one. This was taken before the sleeving was put on the
wires ot the rear brake switch. There will be more pictures of this area as there are quite a few
things more to go here. Leave just enough of the wires exposed at the tail light end to be able to
plug them in. Then firmly tie the rear harness to the frame. It's important that it's stable as
running other wires and splicing need to be in fixed positions. This will be the engine ground.
The sleeving on those two wires if optional. I include it so you don't see Red wires under the
tank. I leave a little Red showing so it's clear that they are ground wires. So, here are the last
wires to splice under the tank. There are a few more in the battery area. Once those are in place
and firmly zip tied, I'll remove the hardness again and finish the splicing. July 29, In the picture,
you can see the problem with the standard battery hold down. Those are brand new straps and
bar. I may use the bottom clips and a rubber strap, or I may do like I did on the Commando and
make a hold down bar. I don't really mind because I like ot install the PODtronics on the back of
the air cleaner. The socket is just there to show how much too high the bar hits! Yes, that's a
standard sized battery. It's time to make the battery wires and get ready to splice them into the
main harness. The again first one shows how I splice two wires. Strip carefully both wires
without cutting the wires, twist them together, and solder. Before splicing, secure the wires so
the right end of the 22" wire's end is 2" to the left of the 24" wire. The Red wires are done a little
different. See the finished picture. Splice the two red wires together. In stall a fuse to hold them
together. Slip either a 7", 10mm sleeving or a 7" 10 or 12mm heat shrink tubing. The wires are
left longer than needed on purpose - once added to the main harness they will be shortened and
terminated. August 3, After a miserable week in my real work, I'm back to wiring this Norton. I
changed my mind on the ignition wires and will make them a part of the main harness. The
picture shows that in place. Next, the battery sub-hardness needs to be positioned. Then the
position of everything is checked. Only minor changes will be possible after the next steps. I
had a 1 meter piece so I didn't cut it. Here's the harness off the bike ready for the last few
splices to be made. Notice that there are many zip ties to keep everything in place. First, the free
Brown wire needs to be spliced to the Brown wire that runs the length of the bike. The heat
shrink will have to go on after the Red wires are spliced - don' want to disturb the location of the
Red wires right now. The next three pictures show the Red wires being spliced. I forgot to take a
picture of the last splice :- , but as you can guess, the remaining free Red wire is spliced to the
Red wire that runs the length of the bike. Of course, I forgot to take the after picture! Here's the
harness back on the bike and carefully aligned. Where there are two zip ties together it means
that the wires will exit the harness at that point. It's important that everything be properly
located at this point because we need to install the battery connections, master switch, and
headlight switch so we can test everything before finalizing the hardness. It's very easy to
forget a needed wire and a royal pain to have to go back and add it once the harness is wrapped
- been there, done that, didn't like it! August 6, In fact, all tests failed! When I installed the
battery sub-hardness, I forgot to splice the Red wires! Here it is with that resolved and back on
the bike. This time, every circuit checked out. Note that each connector was only partly pushed
on. I did not completely wire the bike this time - the wires in the headlight are all unterminated. I
simulated them being connected to be sure things worked. Once the testing is complete it's
time to triple check the location of all breakouts from the harness and to add enough zip ties so
the harness more or less holds it shape while wrapping. Here's it is, ready to be wrapped. Here

I've just started wrapping. That is NOT tape - there is no sticky side! It is vinyl wrap made for
harnesses. I wrapped in place 3 wraps to give extra strength to the end of the wrapping and
then started down the harness. I like to overlay each wrap by about one half the width of the
vinyl wrap. When wrapping you pull it snug but not enough to stretch the wrap. Here the
wrapping is complete. I chose to end the wrap short of the headlight shell - in the second
picture you'll see a 8" piece of 14mm sleeving that will enter the headlight and cover well back
on the harness just like the original harnesses. The harness is installed and ready for the final
wiring. The device to the right is a noise filter. Tri-Spark found that this version of the
PODtronics causes misfiring at rpm due to electrical noise. The device is connected to the Red
wire from the PODtronics and the other end goes to ground. They are readily available in the
correct base, but are negative ground. That's fine for the currently available warning lights from
Lucas since the wires connect by spade terminals. However, they won't work for the turn signal
indicator. That's because the indicator gets it's ground from the turn signal that is not on - in
other words, the current flow is reversed when switching between left and right. To fix that, two
diodes are required. I happened to have 1N diodes so I used them, but any small standard diode
would work. The next 5 pictures show the cable with diodes being built and then installed to the
socket. Notice that the Red ground wire goes to the center connector since we are positive
ground. Of course, if you are using the standard bulbs, you don't need the diodes! Here's a
schematic showing the standard wiring top and the modified wiring. August 19, Been off doing
other things, but I'm back on it now. The Tri-Spark ignition is installed, tested, and statically
timed. A little more wiring and I'll show the inside off the headlight shell. It's best to form all the
wires to the back of the shell to make it easier to get everything in. This wiring would be the
same for a standard bulb. The BPF socket is shown below. However, it is difficult to route all the
wires with those short wires. It's not really required, just something I prefer. All wiring is
complete except the speedometer and tach illumination. August 20, Fortunately, the donor bike
came with two good instrument harnesses. They were covered with tape and dirt. This is the
kind you want if you'll use LEDs for the speedo and tach. The metal tangs that hold them in the
instruments are not connected to either lead - it they were, it would not be possible to use LEDs.
I toyed with the idea of spicing them inside the cover so red could go to ground, but decided to
just reverse the wires inside the headlight shell. The LEDs shown greatly improve the lighting of
the instruments. Since these normally connect under the tank, they are too long so I need to
shorten them. For a larger view: Norton Wiring. I have often used the color wiring diagram from
Bill Turnbull â€” i find it much easier to read than the diagrams in the factory manual because it
is color-coded rather than black and white. The wiring in these pics is as per the original, just
reordered slightly, and made even easier to follow and with a few edits:. B from the Access
Norton forum pointed out some inaccuracies of the factory diagram, so these have been
changed:. Note that a different Master Switch is also required. The trick is to not be
overwhelmed, print out the diagram, and follow each line. There is no hurry, take your time.
Categories: motorcycles , Original Wiring Diagrams. Tagged as: circuit , circuit diagram ,
commando , electrical , motor bike , motor cycle , motorbike , motorcycle , norton , norton
commando , wiring , wiring diagram. It needs three changes other than the EI and VR. There is
no front brake switch. So, the master switch will turn the bike off completely. Click Here. Hi
Grant I have a Commando and am trying to trace the wiring and am finding that my loom does
not fit either of the wiring diagrams shown. It seems to fit exactly as the three wire switch but
mine is fitted with an ammeter so my question is, has the wiring been modified by a previous
owner and how should the ammeter be connected into the circuit. Also when I use my
indicators the ammeter shows an intermittent discharge is this correct. Hoping you may have
time to give me an answer John. The earlier bikes with standard ammeter wiring are very very
different â€” much simpler and with only a two position ignition switch on or off. It sounds to
me like a previous owner has indeed run the wires for an ammeter. I did a custom wiring
diagram for Vaughan, a guy on facebook who has got exactly the same setup as this. The only
difference is that his bike is a model, so has the four pin master switch. Although my bike is a
71 â€” it was delivered in early January , so was presumably built towards the end â€” although
I understand from the Vintage Motorcycle Club, that the records show it was built to a spec.
Obviously not things on the wiring diagram. The ammeter, red warning light and switch were in
the 7 inch headlight. Confusingly the red light was for the high beam warning light! There was
no assimilator on these bikes. The ammeter was dropped the following year, and three warning
lights were in the headlamp shell until the MK3 came along. The fiamm horn and relay were a
popular upgrade of the time â€” although not standard. Are you using the original tricon switch
or have you fitted an aftermarket one and lost the use of the flasher button? Hello from New
Zealand Grant, Many thanks for making these awesome wiring diagrams available! Have just
rewired my Canadian version Mk3, after upgrading to 3 phase alternator, Trispark ign and

Podtronics unit. Bought a full set of new wiring looms, unwrapped each one, removed all the
redundant wires then re-wrapped. Just doing the headlight loom now, however all the
connections are bullet connectors, whereas the original had small white plugs inside the
headlight shell. I contacted the manufacturer in UK, who advised that the small plugs were
causing problems for many owners, so they replaced them with bullets of which there many. I
am thinking of cutting of the bullet connectors and plugs from the handle bar switches and
using waterproof Deutsch style connectors. Just wondering if you have any further
suggestions? Kind regards Richard. I have also had some great luck with these guys. They sell
replacement pins that allow you to put new cables in the original connectors:. But I would
recommend that you use a decent crimp tool and insertion tool if this is the route you plan to
take. A good source for wiring bits on your side of the pond is British Wiring. The company was
originally setup by Roger Davis, who owns Autosparks the manufacturer of the harness And
although he sold the US company a few years ago, they are still Autosparks stockists and keep
an excellent stock of parts. I use and recommend Deutsch connectors â€” they are the best
quality by far versus the other multi-way connectors available. The slightly smaller DTM
connectors can take enough current and versus something like the superseal connectors, they
are a lot smaller and easier to hide away. The other thing I like about them is that you can
disassemble the plugs and sockets which is handy if you need to pull wires through holes and
grommets. Hi Grant, My apologies for the late reply, just found your reply on access norton
forum without any notification Anyway, many thanks for your reply and useful information. Have
decided to use the Deutsch DT plugs, as they have 2 sizes of 16 terminals whereas the DTM
plugs have only 1 size and are only rated at 7. Having a few problems with my Sparkbright led
charging indicator light. At a steady speed, it sometimes flashes red for a few seconds before
going back to green again? Kind regards from New Zealand Richard. However, I have a couple
of the Sparkbright LEDs â€” I have one in the toolbox, and use it as a quick test tool for battery
condition saves breaking out the multimeter The other I have fitted on a cafe racer. I am amazed
by how much difference in behaviour I see depending on how close to the battery the unit is
wired. I also notice a difference on bike wired with th
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e blue can capacitor versus bike that have it removed â€” so it seems that the smoothing must
make a difference to the reaction speed of the status monitor â€” ironing out the bumps to take
away anything that may throw a sporadic status change. Your email address will not be
published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment.
Categories: motorcycles , Original Wiring Diagrams Tagged as: circuit , circuit diagram ,
commando , electrical , motor bike , motor cycle , motorbike , motorcycle , norton , norton
commando , wiring , wiring diagram. Testing your Motorcycle Rectifier. Hi Greg, Absolutely! Hi
John, The earlier bikes with standard ammeter wiring are very very different â€” much simpler
and with only a two position ignition switch on or off. Thank you Grant. I truly appreciate your
working on this project. Happy to help Conrad! Thanks in advance â€” cheers Davy. Hope that
helps! Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published.

